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us and we will remove it. Copyright AdministratorQ: How to show next button in action bar if
statement is true I am using navbar but i do not want to show custom "next" button in case of if the
status of the user is "incomplete" or "paid". How can i show only "complete" button to the user. also
in case of if statement i do not want to use any layout xml and want to do it dynamically. is there any
way to do it? A: Check your documentation on Action Bar that you can simply use different themes
and stuff like that and show the right item (button) with the right color. You will need to create two
layouts, one for incomplete and one for complete. You will also need an Activity Class that
implements onPrepareOptionsMenu(Menu menu) and override it with the correct layout, keeping in
mind that you don't need to add any views there. I hope it helps! Q: How to setup environment
variables for python production in Google Cloud I need to setup GCloud environment variables for
my python application, but it seems it is not possible to install.exe application with google app
engine, so I'm trying to use virtual env. So, I have created new project and I downloaded virtualenv
for python, but I'm getting an error: Error: The directory '/home/omnitjazic/python-venv' is not
writable, and is not the owner of '/home/omnitjazic/.python-venv'. I'm not very experienced at linux,
so this error might be very silly. pip install virtualenv I tried to run this command as sudo, I also
tried to run it as my user, this didn't help. Is there a way to
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